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When Lucent Technologies was spun off from AT&T in 1996, the new company was full of

promise. An old-line manufacturer, it quickly became a sizzling hot stock thanks to the

emergence of the Internet and the build-up of telecommunications. The stock market was

soaring, and Lucent flew with it. Within a few short years it became the sixth-largest

corporation in America and the most widely held stock in the country. Yet only months later,

Lucent was gasping for life, victim of the greatest stock-market bubble in history.Optical

Illusions is the story of a financially sound company steeped in world-class talent, dominant in

one of the fastest-growing industries, that in the space of two years found itself downgraded to

a junk-bond credit rating, under investigation by the SEC for its accounting practices, the value

of its stock reduced to the price of a cup of coffee. Lisa Endlich tells the fascinating tale of the

company that epitomized the misfortunes of the telecom industry, leaving investors and

employees shocked and confused.In writing this book Endlich had access to more than a

hundred people who played a role in the drama, as well as previously sealed courtroom

documents. She explains how the conflicting styles of CEOs Henry Schacht and Rich McGinn

contributed to Lucent's woes, and she shows how the loss of skilled executives such as Carly

Fiorina hurt the company at a crucial moment. When it was all over, Schacht -- Lucent's first

CEO, who was later brought back to right the listing ship -- acknowledged that Lucent had

allowed itself to be swept up in the market mania, distorting its corporate values in the

process.Although the stock-market mania of the late 1990s is remembered as "the Internet

craze" or "the dot-com madness," as Optical Illusions shows, the damage was more

widespread and lasting. In fighting for its survival, Lucent laid off more than 70 percent of its

employees, wrecking retirees' savings and investors' portfolios alike.
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Billy Pilgram, “A view from the top, how about from the bottom?. I joined Western Electric in

1983, which became part of AT&T, then I was with the group split off into Lucent Technologies.

I was laid off, or made redundant as the English say, in early 2002. Side Note: We had a giant

celebration - smiles, hugs, handshakes, back slapping - on a Friday in 2002 when our software

passed customer acceptance testing and officially went online. Customer was a major

European telecommunications provider. We were all prepared to move into the maintenance

phase along with other preexisting customers we had and continue pursuing new business.

What a great weekend it was!!! First thing Monday morning we're called into an all hands

meeting by our Director. Everyone enters the meeting room joyous and hungover from Friday's

great news. Within five minutes we're told all our projects are being moved to China and we

are all out of work, except for a small handful of critical positions.To read this book and see the

incompetence and the pure stupidity of the bodies that filled the roles of upper executive

positions during that period of time brought back painful memories.We at the bottom, the

worker bees, really had no real idea what was going on during those years. All we knew was

what filtered down in the form of bullcrap and propaganda, the same bullcrap and propaganda

that was being fed to Wall Street and retail investors. Yeah!!! We're doing great, and we

seemed to be for a while. One of the constants through all the turmoil was the sword of

Damocles hanging over all our heads. Constant layoffs. Another seemed to be a lack of

direction or focus, like what is our real mission besides growing the business by 20%, what is

our purpose? Our goals, besides financial? We were in a perpetual cycle that began with

reorganization which was short for renaming groups and laying off hard working bees.

Redefining responsibilities which managers didn't really understand and were just regurgitated

down to worker bee levels. Each reorg was usually announced with a gala kickoff celebration.

When we went back to our assigned work stations, those that still had one, we would just look

at each other and say "Huh?"Then of course there were the "traveling dog and pony shows"

that would visit our site periodically, Someone from the exec tier Rah, Rah, we're doing great,

keep up the good work, forecasts are great, 20% growth (always the mantra) then back to our

assigned work stations and "Huh?"They worker bees knew 20% growth was not only

unrealistic, but it was impossible to achieve. I remember once hearing my site director say,



yeah, we've got to maintain 20% and me thinking are you nuts? 20% growth every year and

for how many years would that be?I think this book is a great study for a Business School class

but what is left out is the pain and suffering the worker bees went through for all those years

and in the end came away with nothing.To read the words of the "wise and reflective" Henry

Schacht to the effect that oh yes looking back we did make mistakes. Yeah, words spoken

from within a multi-million dollar mansion no doubt somewhere and enjoying the fruits of his

golden parachute and overblown pension.And as for McGinn, that worthless skin sack should

have served time in prison for what he did to a once proud -and rightfully so- organization. It is

clear from this book that all the suspicions down at the worker bee level of the ineptitude of the

CEO were in the end correct. McGinn ruled by the edict of "Just saying it will make it so " and

then wondering, why isn't it so?I don't know if I can actually say I "enjoyed" reading this book. I

would like to come up with a different word but I do recommend it to all the worker bees that

had to live through that time period.I understand the author's goal in writing the sad tale of

Lucent and she indeed succeeded brilliantly, but I just wish (and why I subtracted 1 star) she

would have dedicated a chapter to the nameless hundreds of thousands of worker bees not

only within Lucent but other mismanaged corporations that live and die with the poor decisions

made by incompetent and unqualified skin sacks put in top exec positions.”

Bruce D. Miller, “Edifying Read. I completely enjoyed this book. The factual accounting was

wonderful and the book was an easy read.We had some dealings with Lucent back when I was

the founder of a telecommunication equipment startup and it was interesting to see the street

view of the inner workings of the company.The book goes through the history of Lucent from its

spinout of AT&T through present day. The lessons associated with the management mis-steps

are the most interesting part of the book. They made some fatal mistakes from the standpoint

of technology investments (or not) and clearly jumped into the CLEC craze. They clearly made

bad decisions about extending financee to customers that were not credit worthy; a general

issue of the times. The WinStar story is particularly interesting.The view of acquistions is very

interesting. Very few panned out and the back of the envelope is that something like ten to

twenty billion dollars of cash/equity went out the door to fund the acquisition ferver. The

acquisition of Chromatis cost about $4.5B and they shut them down after 10 months.

hmmmmm....There are some terrific management lessons to be learned by reading this book.

Much cheaper than owning the stock during the decline. :-)”

ram, “A Business Book worth reading for the writing. One of the few business books I have

read in the last 20 years where the author understood editing (maybe even had an editor). The

books lays out the story of ATT's attempt to jettison the product businesses that had burdened

the bottom line dating back to the 1983 Divesture.It is worth reading this book in tandem with

books about Enron and the 2008 financial collapse. Greed and corruption rewarded by

corporate boards more interested in rapid returns and not innovation, employees, or happy

customers.Many of Lucent's management members will resurface in debacles like HP.Even for

non business book readers, I recommend this book  to enjoy a good tale and Endlich's writing.”

Barton W. Stuck, “Excellent Conventional Wisdom Summary, But What About the Road Not

Taken?. Excellent summary of the conventional business wisdom of Lucent, its genesis, its

management, its boom and its bust. What is missing is the road not taken: why did Lucent

choose to follow Cisco in making numerous acquisitions, when it had virtually no experience in

successfully doing so? why did Lucent choose to break itself up to "achieve shareholder value"



when IBM chose to stay in one piece to offer its customers one stop system solutions (and

which has been more successful)? why didn't Lucent leverage its research activities at Bell

Labs to leapfrog competitors? GE cites the time it spends developing managers as critical to its

ongoing success: what does Lucent do in this regard? what about strategic planning activities

at Lucent: how did they mesh with business unit actions and overall creation of shareholder

value through rising profits (voice switching systems, network access equipment, optical

transport, wireless, software, semiconductors, business premises phone systems, consumer

phone systems (Carly Fiorina creating Philips JV), packet switches or routers, and on and on?

what alternatives were explored to doing equipment leasing to undercapitalized startup carriers

(maybe third parties might even do this?)?”

Thomas A. Limoncelli, “As an ex-Lucent employee, I loved this book.. I was an employee of

AT&T before the spin-out of Lucent, and stayed at Lucent until it was crumbling. I left in 2000.I

was oblivious to what was going on in the board room the entire time I was there. This book

was like being a fly on the wall. I wish I had known half of this while it was going on. It was

very enlightening.I'm not sure if non-AT&T/Lucent employees would get as much out of this

book. I imagine MBA students will read this book to learn the history of Lucent and to learn

"what not to do". If you are a fan of telecom history, technology history, or wanting to find out

"what the heck happened" during the first dot com boom, this is a great book. The writing is

excellent and the research is OMG... how did she get so many people to interview about what

happened!”

The book by Lisa Endlich has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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